Security Items
Defender Slimline £2.50
This slimline alarm is discreet and incorporates an
independent torch function, a 128+ dBs alarm, batteries
supplied and pre-fitted.

Defender All Purpose Alarm £2.50
This alarm is multi purpose and therefore can be used in
many situations.
It incorporates a torch and panic function, a bag
attachment, a belt clip, 130 dBs, batteries supplied and
pre-fitted. They are perfect for securing handbags, laptops
and backpacks.

Remote Car Alarm £22.00
The Remote Car Alarm is a dual purpose Vehicle Protection
Device which can prevent Theft of and Theft from Motor
Vehicles. The Alarm has two units, a PIR Alarm unit which is
attached to the Cars Rear View Mirror and one Remote
Device/Alarm. The Alarm has two methods of operation.
- Keep Remote Device/Alarm in the house or office and
should anyone enter your vehicle, the Remote device will
Chime or Alarm to alert you to a break in.
- Hide the Remote Device/Alarm inside the Car, then if a break in occurs the
device will trigger the Alarm.

Motion Detection alarm with
telephone Dialler £24.00
This Passive Infra Red Alarm is connected up to a phone
socket and will dial out to three prefixed numbers, if it
detects a movement within 20 feet away. It has a 125 dB
alarm that will sound 20 seconds after the first telephone
number has been dialled. Alternatively Alarm can be switch off for silent Alert.

Defender IIIT £4.50
This alarm can be used as our loudest personal alarm by
using the keyring attachment or a shed alarm with its
mounting bracket. It has a built in torch, particularly good
to use when getting into your car at night. Comes with a
door/window sensor for internal use.

Keypad Shed Alarm £7.00
This unit is ideal for protecting garden sheds and other
vulnerable doors against forced entry attempts. The new
sensitivity control feature allows a full range of activation
triggers.
It has an entry/exit delay function, a keypad code,
sensitivity control and has a 130+ dBs alarm.
Compatable to use with External siren.

External Siren £6.00
With a 10m tamper proof cable. It is an external 130+ dBs boost
for your alarm. A good additition to the Keypad Shed Alarm,
above.

If you buy both the Keypad Alarm and the External
Siren together, the price is reduced to £12.00
£12.00

If you wish to purchase any of these alarms please contact
the Neighbourhood Watch Office on 01622 604395

